
Culture & heritage, St Ives Event 16 Nov 2013 
 
Questions on display boards at St Ives consultation event: 

 
What makes St Ives a unique place to live in - or to visit? 
 
What aspect of local history or 'the arts' are you interested in? 
 
Is it important to continue with St Ives' traditional local events such as Feast Day, St 
Piran's Day, May Day & Knill's ceremony?  If not why not? 
 
Are there any buildings / historic structures which you consider to be of importance to the 
town but which are not 'listed' or are not included in the file on the table below? 
 
Would you like to see more examples of the Cornish language being used on street signs, 
shop signs, restaurant menus etc.? 
 
Are you a regular reader of St Ives Times & Echo? 
 
 
Comments: 

 
conservation area & listed buildings 

 conservation area should be extended - this might help preserve the green spaces & 
gardens from being developed 

 

 conservation area should be extended; many granite buildings of historic interest have 
already been destroyed & more are vulnerable; the character of St Ives & its environs is 
changing - not always for the better; many family-sized homes are being split up into 
flats so the local community feels it is being destroyed 

 

 would like to see many more buildings listed & the conservation area extended up to 
include the Edwardian terraces 

 

 are the two chapels in Barnoon cemetery listed? should they be protected? 
 

 Trevarrack House ? listed; base of stone cross (probably shaft is lintel of present 
window;   iron age burial mound  01736 795610 

 

 Wharton Lang's studio should be listed 
 

 is the 'meeting room' on Bowling Green listed ? & toilets on Smeaton's Pier? 
 

 would applaud the listing if some of the non-listed buildings were in the schedule 
 

   cinema is a building of local significance 



 
misc. history / culture 

 when all the industries have gone there will only be the cultural places left - providing     
income - so they must be seen as a priority 

 

  visitors need to be able to access the history of the town better because it is so   
interesting 

 

 our ancient history is even more important - it lies in the green fields 
 

 do not make St Ives into a 'museum' all looking backwards - balance the culture with 
strong emphasis on now 

 

 tourism is wiping out local culture 
 

 the culture in St Ives is something the town gets right 
 

 St Ives' fishing heritage should be preserved, as should the RNLI which is part of the 
community;  also St Ives as a painting centre & the Arts - but now too many galleries & 
not enough ordinary shops 

 

 layered history - fishing & use of the sea; the influence of art & artist on the town should 
be treasured; would be great to see more artists' studios right in the heart of the town 

 

 what about beach culture? - no mention - how many years to people have to surf here 
before it's recognised as part of local culture 

 
local traditions 

 all traditional events are crucial to making St Ives special - we should capitalise more on 
events such as Knill / Feast Day / St Piran's Day etc. 
 

 local traditions are very important to keep the history of the town as it is 
 

 St Ives doesn't have a town square where all kinds of events can take place 
 
events 

 is there a way of notifying people who come down for the weekend / second home 
owners what is happening? - possibly email notification of events 

 

 a lot of culture events are not well publicised; the museum is often overlooked; should 
there be better signposting to cultural places? 

 

 September Festival is excellent but locals find everywhere so packed that they prefer to 
go to other events when it is over 

 

 would it be possible to have a festival devoted to art? 



 

 would attend more events if parking in St Ives were cheaper & easier 
 
other 'arts' 

 no to Cornish language signs - the fewer the better - incomprehensible to all but a few 
anyway 

 

 community choir draws people from a fairly large area - meet in Carbis Bay (Methodist 
chapel) sing in all sorts of places 

 

 cinema proposals for improvements - now putting on screenings of plays & ballets 
 
maritime heritage 

 St Ives Jumbo Association requires a boat yard for safe winter storage & maintenance 
 

 boat yard for the jumbos, punts & gigs for children + training event access 
 
community spirit 

 residents in Virgin Street are trying to tidy up it up because more community problems 
with bins, especially in summer 

 

 community spirit needs improving - many people take things for granted & don't want to 
get involved even if they live here all the time 

 

 community spirit can be improved by keeping it a community not a holiday town 
 

 need awareness of communal food growing - long term planning 
 
 

 St Ives used to be a unique & pleasant place to live but it's turning into a holiday village 
& locals are being forgotten - shops aren't unique any more - we are no different to any 
other town now 

 
 
Comments from Amenities & Facilities of relevance to Culture & Heritage: 
 

 there is a wonderful diversity of museums, churches, small galleries, performance 
venues; anything that can be done to maintain & strengthen these independent places 

 what about the Arts Club? - great venue, fantastic things happen there but not 
mentioned 

 there are many facilities but somehow only known to those 'in the know' - much more 

could be made of what is available; need to take what's available, develop it, add to it, 

make it more attractive 

 St Ives theatre should be for all not just for kids - with proper theatre productions, not 

just musicals 


